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The Personal Library and Indexing Management Information S. stern (Pl lt\ tlS) is . n 
information system used to organize and mana a personal collcctk n. of rca Hn~ 
materials such as books, journals, journal articles, magazin , articl . di ti nark 
and CD-ROMs. The system allows easy searching and rctrie ing of the it 11 in the 
collections as it adopts a systematic classification and indexing for the reading 
materials. This will save the time in earching a specific it m. 
PLTh1IS is designed for personal use and contains most of the feature in the 
current library information system. It provide user friendly interface and help to the 
user for easy using and understanding. 
The system is divided into two mode , admini trator mode and user mode. 
The adrnini trator is all wed to add or dcl Iv the inl rrnati n o reading material · 
and also add or delete users in the databa . Th u: er are authorized people who can 
search and retrieve data from the system after a ucces ful login. 
itle indexing i u d for s arching and retrieving of record. . The Dev , 
Decimal Clas ification with auth r indexing arc used for arran zin and pln in 
reading material on th shelve. f r easy findin . The earchin 1 method: ' hi h c: n 
be u ed are by title, ubje t and auth r. All the r lated reading materials ' ill l c 
displayed for the user inn rtcd f rm. 
Th methodol of devel ping PI !MIS is based c n the soft, arc pre t I 'pin ' 
model. This · stcm w ill he ck clop xl usin r.. ti r isoft Vi~u.11 11:1, i · (1.0, Ii rosol t 
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1.1 Introduction 
Today, the world is in the Information 'J cchnolo 1y a ic with computers beer min!' 
increasingly popular. No matter where you arc, computers arc us xl \ idclv to 
simplify tasks. For example, salaries, wages or foes arc processed h · mputers. 
Even the bank statements and demand for pa mcnts might • ls generated b. · 
computers. Computers seem to leave their marks cv 1')1\ h r . tarting from pa 
projects to the latest rate demands. In fact, the world ha reached a tage wh re 
everything seems to be computerized or is going on the comput r, and it influence 
seems inescapable. The main reason for the wide use of computers is because of its 
accuracy and efficiency. omputers can process thousand or million of data in just a 
few seconds. 
Al present most of the libraries arc computerized becau: c of the need to 
manage the fast increase in reading materials. With th large amount o books, the 
old catalogue card . ystem is not cffi ient. 'I hcrcf re, information systems arc set up 
in the libraries for fa. t catching of information and managing reading materials. 
With this facility, all the reading materials am ' 11 organiz d and placed in a 
manageable order. The users or librarian: can search their bo ks casil because of 
th good classification and indexing s 'sterns. 
Today man. pc ple als have th .ir 0\ n coll ctions of h c I· and rcadin , 
materials. S mctime: there is a pr blcm for a per: n to find ,\ sp cific l >01' due tc 
the Jar c numb ·r of items in the pcrs mnl .oll ·cti in I hi· wil] wast ,, let of tune in 
Iindin > J sin 11 ·he ok. \\ rth th· pt pul.11ity nl p -rsoual on1p11tus (I'( .s), the 11< hk111 
is solv ed h cl \dopin 1 .1 mini liht 11 v inf rn 111.111on s strm This 1 c:e:i1 t:h \ ill lol.us 
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on the development of such an information system, called Personal 1 ihrar. · .md 
Indexing Management Information System (PLIMIS). 
The function of PLIMJS will contain most of thc features in the present 
library information system. 
I. 2 Objective 
This information system is specially designed for home users to manag th ir r acting 
materials like books, journals, journal articles, magazines, articles dictionaries, CD- 
RO:M.s and etc. It also provides a classification and indexing s -st m to arrange all the 
reading materials in a systematic order for fa t finding. 
The objectives of PLIMIS ar listed bel w : 
a) Easy S arching and Retrieving 
All the information of reading material: like title, auth r's name, publisher and 
year of publishing ar entered into th sy. tern, there! ore the information of a 
specific b ok can b casil retrieved, 
b) Systematic las ificati n and Indexing 
The r ading materials arc divid .d into different categories and indexed h · the 
system for reference, systematic • rrangcmcnt and easy findin z. 
c) Time Saving 
With the searching an l retrieving feature. all the relevant h oks in! innnlion Lan 
be fl und quick! .. 
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1.3 Scope 
The scopes of this project arc listed below: 
a) Security Login 
This system is designed for personal usage only, therefore authortzc I u: er. re 
provided with an individual user ID and password. The users need to nt r their 
ID and password before accessing the data in the databas 
b) Data Entry 
Only the administrator is allowed to add, modify or d lete the information of 
reading materials in the system. 
c) Record Searching and Retrieving 
Users can search the records in the system using the title searching, subject 
searching, auth r searching or key, ord searching methods. 11 the related 
records will be displayed in a ·011ed order or the users. 
d) User Setup 
Only the administrator has the right to add or delet us rs. The users on) can 
change their password. 
e) Audit Trail 
The system ' ill record whn: the users have accessed login and Jog ut d.11c and 
time. 
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1.5 Hardware and Software Requirements 
PLIMIS is specially designed for home and personal UHL:, therefore th~ sysh.·m ·.rn 
store information on about 3,000 books or other rcadin 1 materials. 
features, the requirements of PLilvllS arc listed below : 
a) Hardware Requirements 
i) 486DX/66 Ml Iz or higher processor (Pentium or higher pro or 
recommended), or any Alpha processor running Ii ro oft Windov NT 
Workstation. 
ii) 16 MB of RAfv1 for Windows 95, 32 !\ID of RM1 for Windows NT 
Workstation. 
iii) At least 30 MB of available disk spac . 
iv) V JA 640x480 or highcr-rcsoluti n screen supported by Microsoft 
Windows. 
v) A D·R M disc drive. 
vi) A mouse or oth r suitable pointing devic 
b) Sofr, arc Requirements 
i) Iicrosoft Windows 95 or later, r 1icrosoft \ indows . r Workstation 
4.0 (Service Pack 3 recommended) r later. 
ii) !'. Iicr soft . vcccss c 7 
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1. 6 Overview of the Chapters 
Chapter I - Introduction 
This chapter consists of the introduction to library information system, obj' ti 1.s 
scopes, hardware and software requirements of the project. 
Chapter II - Literature Review 
The literature review covers the definition of the Per ional Library and Ind xing 
Information System (PLIMIS), online retrieval s stem classification and indexing 
methods. This chapter also contains some searching methods and a summary. 
Chapter Ill System Analysis and Design 
This chapter covers the analy .is phase 1 the pr jcct, such as the user requirements, 
functional requirements and non-functional requircm nts of the system. The dcsiu 
phase in this chapter include ystem d ign, database design, pro ·am design and 
user interface design. 
Chapter JV Coding 
In this chapt r, the coding t ols, coding approach, internal and extern: 1 
documentation and the cc ding specification are discussed. 
Chapter I' - T 1sti11g 
·1 his haptcr overs the pm1 osc of t • tin i, \11111 tcstiu '· intc 11.1tmn I uinn II.' 11111 
plannin > and ·. st m k~t in ' pt occ , 
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Chapter VI - System Evaluation 
This chapter will discuss the strengths, limitations, problems and soluti ns, uuurc 
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2.1 Definition 
Personal Library and Indexing Management Information Sys km (Pl II\ llS) an h 
split into shorter phrases and explained as : 
Personal Library : A private or individual room or set of room, where hr ks 
and other literary materials are kept [11. 
Indexing : A systematic list of book titles or author": nam . , giving ro - 
references and the location of each book; ca taloguc [ 1). 
Management Information System : A Managem nt Information System 
(WS) is a system for providing information and information processing 
to support organizational activities, competitive strategy, and 
management functions. The . ystem utiliz inf rmation tcchnolo 
manual pr ccdurci ; model: f r analysis, planing, control, and decision 
making; and databas s, The portfolio MIS applications vcrs a wide 
variety of organizational n eds, including applications that indirectly 
support management activities and applications that directly ser 1,; 
manag merit u er .. ince management applications frcquc..mlly need d.ua 
that is best provided by a database, databases and databa: .c mana 1 .. mcnt 
software are generally 1 art or J ns 12 J. 
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2. 2 Online Information Retrieval System 
An Online information retrieval system is a S<.;I of' computer hard, :111 .. ' an J iompntcr 
software for retrieving information from datahas s. Computer hard, ar is the 
physical equipment of the computer system, such as computer itscl vari u · st r. =-e 
devices, and terminals. omputer software is the group of program. and pro edure 
that act as instructions to the computer system f 31. 
Information retrieval is concerned with the repr ntation, torage, 
organization, and accessing of information item .. In principle no r striction i · placed 
on the type of item handled in information retric al. In actuality, many of the items 
found in ordinary retrieval are characterized b an emphasis on narrative 
information. Such narrative information must be analyzed to determine the 
information content and to assess the role each item may play in satisfying the 
information needs of th ystcm users. 'J h it m proc ss d by a retrieval s stem 
typically include letters, documents o all kinds, n \Vspap r articles, ho ks medical 
summaries, research articles, and so no [ 4). 
he purpo e of Inf rmati n Retri .val is simply lo obtain relevant ansv, er t 
questions. In the mod m world, however, both the am unt f informnti n and the 
rate of its increase, are so enormous that this 'simple' aim pres ·nts major Ir I lcms. 
The 'information explosion' has b en graphically described b. a numl er o auth irs 
and' e v ill n t dwcl! on it save to hscrve that th· iucrcasin 1 diffit .. ultv ol c pi11, 
' ith this flo d information h;1s prompted lilu.uians ind 111fo1111.1l1 HI s it'11lisls I> 
turn t i rhe inputer :1: :i p ssihlc 1111.;:111s r f 111.ti11i1111 th pn hi ·111 I I 
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2. 3 Database Procedures 
Database procedures are the organizations that collect the inf rmati n, s 1 '1 
appropriate documents or other items for inclusion in the database, 
material into computer-readable form. The database pro cdure · , n: 1. re the 
documents, extract important information such as the author, title, and ource of 
publication (for bibliographic databases), and may augment th extracted information 
with additional information such as index terms, ab. tracts, language codes, or 
chemical structures [3]. 
2.4 Information System Types 
Information retrieval exhibits similarities to many c th r areas of information 
processing. The most important computer-ba: cd information s stems toda arc the 
management informati n system ( 1.IS), database management systems (DB 1S), 
decision support systems (DSS), qucsti n-ansv cring s sterns ( A), a· well a. 
information r tricval .. -st m (IR) 14]. 
a) Information Retrieval System: 
Information retrieval i · best underst cl if 1H.: rcmcml crs th.11 the inlonu.rti n 
being pr cer scd c n. ists of docum nts. In that context inlonuation rctriev .rl 
deals ' ith the 1 r .scntation, sic rn 1 \ and .1 'Cl'SS t< do .umcnt» or representatives 
of documents. ·1 he input inlc 1111;1tion is likcl: h in ·Jud 1h1,; 11.1tu1 al lnn llJ,1 '· tc ·t 
of the d umcuts r of l 11.:111111.111 c, ~:q l!'I and ab ·11,1 I~. I he output of an 
inl rmation r tri \'II .. 'stctn in tlsponsl: to .1 Sl'.11 h 1 · 111 ..,1 011.·i. t. of sci!-: ol 
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references. These references arc intended to provide the system users \\ ith 
information about items of potential interest I 41. 
b) Database Management Systems 
Any automated information system is based on a collection of tared item (a 
database) that needs to be accessed. Thus database managern nt sy tern might 
simply be systems designed to manipulate and maintain control of an.' database. 
In actual practice, database management systems are concerned with the storage, 
maintenance, and retrieval of data facts available in the s stern in explicit form. 
That is, the information do s not appear a. natural languag text but is available 
instead in the form of specific data clements stored in tables. ln a database 
environment each item, or record, i · thu separated into scv ral fields, and each 
field contains the value for a specific characteristic r attribute idcntil ing the 
corresponding record [ 4 J. 
c) Management Information Systems 
A management inf rrnati n system is a database mana icment s stern tailored to 
the needs of managers. The functions performed b. a manager in a -ivcn 
corporation depend on the availabilit of many kinds of data. C) parti ulur 
interest ma: he information lcadin 1 to the choice of po. sihlc iltcnutivcs l y the 
rnana icr pres .ntcd in terms of ran '.,. of values of p.11tii.:.11\.11 auuhutc ·. ; 
manau mcnt information .·yi.klll thcrrtor !tis the 11.:m:r.11 d.1f,1h:tsl: m.111.11i.:1111.:.nt 
framework. 11 l\\1.:\'1.:1, in ndcr to lh.' useful 1c th· 111.111.111.;1, tin: inluuuatiun 111:1.' 
be subjected to p • inl p1<ll'1.:ss1111 not 1111111.111 • .rv.iilab!c in d.1t.1hasc 
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management systems. For example, a database of icothcrmal disp ·rsit)t\ data 
may be used by a manager to determine the cllcct of dillcring c [uipm 't\1 
configurations in a plant. In such case, data relating to particulr r equipment 
configurations and to dispersion characteristics would be connc tc l t a 
modeling capability to support the manager's activities. Such . pt; ial-purpo e 
systems useful for management arc known as managcm nt information 
[ 4]. 
d) Decision Support Systems 
The systems describ d so far perform specific perations on homog n ous 
classes of information items. Normally, inf rmati n rctrie al system· do not 
perform management information functions, and ic vcr: a. IIow1; er, it is in 
principle possible to conceive o information s stem. m \. hich a arict of 
different components arc as. cmblcc.l into a single c operating . tructure that 
includes information retrie al sy. terns, database management systems, computer 
graphics syst .rns and other technical capabilities which ollc ti\'t.: I prov id · 
powerful tools in support f th decision making process I 1. 
c) Question-Ans, ering System· 
uestin -unswcring systems provide access to factual inlormatit n in a natural 
rclatiu 1 to sp ial .11 .1s of cli: · iursc, to -cthcr with 11.·m.:1.ll ' ml I knowlcd '· 
covcrin 1 the · 111 \I w itlun wh] h c111\ui.;.1t1nn hl'l\\t' ·11 person 11. uall L1h: 
pbc1,;. ls 1 qucstiun» 111.1' he received in n.1h11.1l l.111111a 1 • lurm, ;111d .ystcm 
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responses may also be furnished as natural langua H.~ formulations. Th' task. ot the 
question-answering system consists in analyzing the user query, omp: nng 1h1. 
analyzed query with the stored knowledge, and assembling a suitable resp nse 
from the apparently relevant facts [ 41. 
2. 5 Classification and Indexing 
Some books on information retrieval by computer seem to u:e the t rms 'indexing' 
and 'classification' indiscriminately, as though the two are synorr mous. There is 
indeed a great deal of similarity in the methods u. cd in th se proc sscs. It seems 
more useful to distinguish between them and to show that, however they may be 
carried out, the two ideas are different in intention I [, 
a) What is classification ? 
The primary purpose of classification is to decid where to put a given document 
or object. la. sification . cherries ar not only used for libraries, but also for 
museums, art galleries or an large collccti ns of objects v hich an; to b st red 
or displayed. In a library documents arc an-an eel in a arcfull: \ ork out rdcr, 
so that related subje ts an; cl se to tether on the shclv cs. < )f .oursc n knowlcd ie 
of the clas: ification .chcme \ ill tell a user' here to I ok for thc information he 
requires, but if h ism t familiar ''1th its or 1.mi1.1tio11 hc v, ill 11 it l.11 w wh ire to 
start lo ikin i. lhc i1111111:d1.1tc putp isc ol l.1. ·if 1 ·.111011 ts 1h11s to 0t •11111/L' the 
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b) What is indexing? 
The purpose of indexing is to facilitate the Iindin l ol information. lhus th 
indexing of a collection of documents entails identifying the m , t imp ti. nt 
topics (or attributes) dealt with in each document, and arranging the. attribute 
into an alphabetical list, so that a user can look up to find docum nt. of int re. 1 to 
him (5]. 
Indexes vary greatly both in a scope and precision. By 'scope' \ e mean the 
set of objects or documents covered by the index, and by 'precision' we mean the 
exactness of the references the index gives u. . Thus, one index may cover a 
whole library, but may only specify whi h cla: s-numbcr to l ok at : thi is an 
index to the classification scheme. An thcr index may co r a particular .ection 
of a library (e.g. Nuclear Ph sics), and specif which b oks to read. A third 
index may cover a particular journal, and specif which individual papers to 
consult. A well-known type of index covers a particular book, and specific: 
which pag s to look at. It is generally but n t absolutel true that the smaller the 
scope of an inde: the more precise arc its references l 5 j. 
2. 51 The Five Major G neral lassification ~chemes 
1. Tht: Dewe D cimal lassificati n (D ) 
Th· first med ·st edition f tin; I I.:\ • DL· imal l.rssificatiou, ousistin« in total 
of only .t2. p:l lCS, appcarc I in 187 ). In l I !{<) the . 0111 c lit ion wn puhl1sht:.d in 
f iur v lumc s : \ 1h1mL· I the 11111 orlu uon .111<1 ;111. i11.11 v t.ibl s; Volume ._ and ~ 
th' schedules: .md \'oh1111c I the ink \\ith lru th lit ·t tiru ,1 lllllll\1:11 of 
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The first edition of DC csablishcd the basic structure and the principles \ll)()t\ 
which it was to develop. D ~regards knowlcd )C as unity which is 10 he llh Hh.·(1 
into nine large classes with a tenth general class l<>I. 
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'.ach of these classes is further br ken down into nine divisions, for example 16] : 
Table 2 12 Dewey Dt:cimal .lassificati n 
00 Social sciences 
310 r ncral statistics 
320 Political science 
330 Economic: 
1-Hl I a\ 
350 Public administration 
. 70 Educ.uion 
.~80 ('on11n1;T • 
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These divisions are, thereafter, further subdivided into nine sections, or example: 
Table 2.13 Dewey Decimal Clnssi ficat 1011 
324 The political process 
- 324.2 Political parties 
3324.22 Leadership 
etc. 
In this manner, DC uses its decimal notation to display the hierarchy of subjects. 
This is a desirable and but leads to anomalies in the practical development of the 
schedules, in that options are restricted to nin places at each stage of division 
and if a concept has more than nine equal ubdivision ·, then the hierarchy breaks 
down. The notation is simple and purely numeric, which has limitations but 
enhances D 's international appeal l 61. 
2. The Library of ongress lassift ation (L ) 
The Library of ongr ss ~ as · t up in 1800 to pro ide a rcfercn c oll ction f r 
the government f the I nited States in Washington. B 1870 ensuring that 
copyright d posit was strict) adh red to, the then librarian Ainsw uh Rand 
Spofford v as supervising the enormous > 'owth of the colic lion <lncl its 
mctamoq)hosis into a true national rather than governmental librar: 16). 
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Table 2.21 Library of Congress Classification 
. Classes and Subclasses Schcduks published 
-- A General, Polygraphy I\ General, Polygrnph: · 
- - - - B-BJ Philosophy, Psychology D-DJ Philosophy, Ps. 'ch >1 )_y - - BL-BX Religion BL-BX Religion 
C-F History Auxiliary Ili uory 
- 
D History-Ancient I Ea ·t rn 
- ,_ - E-F l Iistory-Ameri an 
G-GE Geography G Geography I Anthropology 
GF-GN Anthropology 
- HA Statistics II Social Sci nee 
- HB-HJ Economics 
IIM-HX Sociology 
J Political Sci nee J Political Scienc 
"" -- - K Law Kl) Law- nit d Kingdom ,,___. 
KF Law- nitcd Stales 
L Education L Education 
M Music M Music 
_,_ - N Fine Arts N fine ·ts 
t- ~ ·- _,_ - p Language and Literatur P-P J inguisiics, 'Iassical 
tan >uagcs and literatures - Pl -111 Mo km European 
l .an iua c. - I ' Russian 
- PJ-P I Other lan 1ua ics 
;~ 
PN l'l ,I . ', 1:11 ,li'ih Liter aturc 
Pl 
- ,_ I >c >I j<' I 'II Ii J i1~:1.1l11n; 
P()_ lt.di.111 . - , 'p.1111sh, 1'01111 't1<.:s1: 
I ikt If Ill'. 
·- .. --~ ~ 
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-- - PTl rcrman J .itcrat urc 
-- - PT2 D11td1 I Scandinavian 
I .itcrarurcs ·- Q Science Q Science 





QH Biology I cytology 
QK Botany 
QL Zoology 
QM Human Anatomy 
QP Physiology 
- R Bacteriology I Microbi logy 
-- --- R Medicine R M dicine 
_,__ s Agriculture s Agriculture 
T Technol gy T Tcchnol gy 
I- u Military Science u Military Science 
v Naval Science v 
- - z Bihli graph , Library z J ihli 1 'aphy, Library 
Sci enc Science 
·-~ 
Each of the classes is further subdi idcd into its main divisions, !c r cxarnpl • in 
Class I Education " · h:l\ c I ) I : 
L E 111 'atio11 (< km:1.d) 
I :\ I lt'il< I c r hl11 .uion 
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LC Special Aspects of Edu cat ion 
- LD-LG Individual Institutions 
LD United States 
LE America (Non-US) 
LF Europe 
LG A-,ia, Africa, Oceania 
-- LH College and School Magazines and Paper. 
>- - -- - LJ Student Fraternities and Societie , United State 
·- LT Textbooks 
3. The Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) 
Of the three most popular general clas ification scheme UD is the one aimed 
specificalJy at retrieval of information by subject rather than at the achievement 
of a helpful shelf arrangement. It is also th most synth tic and plans arc afoot 
which may mean that the synthetic elem nts of UI C arc de eloped considcrabl 
in future [ 6]. 
UDC was designed as a practical classification scheme, b Paul Otlet and 
Henri La Fontaine, to provide a subject arrangement f r a vast card catalogue if 
bibliographies co ering all literature published throughout the wot kl. l 1 C is 
chiefly bibliographic, for the detailed indcxin and d s ript ic n of docurncn I. . In 
addition to expanding upon the enumeration of subjects UDC developed 
considerable synthetic qualities. In the Intro lucti in to the l11k1n.1t1011,d tedium 
Edition of 198 . l ll)C .icl ncm led 1 is itself to h • .1 'In hr id' of the 1.;11111m.:r:ili\'1,; 
a ppr ach in the t\ t.iin Tables, where the p1 im.u · notation f H' subj 'L-L i li-.11.:d, 
and of the ~Hl<ll~ tico·s~ nthctic l'IL'111rnls "hr h .111.: ·" .ulnhlc ,·1.1 tilt u«: of rh • 
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look first at the basic structure of its schedules, as the major divisions arc 
enumerated in UDC's Main Tables. At the first stage of division the universe ol 
knowledge is arranged thus [ 6] : 
Table 2.31 Universal Decimal Ciassification 
0 Generalities 







3 Social sciences 
Law 
Government - 4 (Vacant) 
--- 5 Mathematics 
Natural Science 
6 Applied Sci nces 
Medicine 
Tcchnolog 
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This is an arrangement very little changed from DC , apart from 1 C', np: ti fr m 
the bringing together oflanguage and literature in 8. Again in the sam manner as 
DC, notation is decimal and expresses the subject's rank in the hierar hy of 
subjects. The classes have, however, developed quite indcpcndcntf and the 
extent of detail provided is much greater in UDC than in the equival nt DC 
classes. In addition, main class order is not of major significance as the UDC is 
infrequently seen in its entirety to classify large collection .. If we consider an 
earlier example, domestic architecture, from D we may recall that th re was a 













I lousing and 
Multi-family 








Ten merit b 
Small r blo 
Single Iarnil 
Terraced ho 
Sern i-dct ach 
D ta hcd ho 
J ungal ' s 
Locating subjects in the Iain Sch xlulc» in l fl) dirt ·1s vcrv little Iunu the 
process in I C', it is n.\tll. in the ·. tent of 1h1: .I\ .ulahilit v ol svnthctic dt· ice: to 
add to that basic number th.11 l 11 ><; lrn ics .ihc.ul nl ii. prn 1u1thll' I(, I 
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4. The Colon Classification (CC) 
Most subjects can be seen as compounds. They draw their clements from the 
facets of a single subject field with, perhaps, the addition of common clements 
for space and time. CC enumerates broad conventional subject area and then 
within each lists elements which can be combined as necessary. Citation order i 
controlled by means of facet formula, for Ranganathan argued that all elements 
relate to one or another of five fundamental concepts : Personality, Matter, 
Energy, Space and Time. In citation the categories present are represented in this 
order, often written as P11EST. Each of the facets is introduced by punctuation 
marks, serving as facet indicators, which identify the notation and the facet to 
which it belongs. Thus, in CC, a comma heralds Personality. Matier is prefixed 
by a semicolon and energy by a colon (originally the only punctuation used and 
hence the name of the scheme). Space is introduced by a full top and Time by 
the apostrophe. Time and Space are self-explanatory facets but the others are 
more abstruse and require some clarification. The Energy facet is used t 
represent processes, activities or operations which consum mental or ph_ si al 
effort. Matter, used comparatively rarely until the seventh edition, covers 
materials. Personality is best express d as the ore or root clement found in most 
specific subjects. These ideas are best illustrated and examined b means of 
examples [ 6]. 
Table 11 \1!011 'lassdi<'al1<111 
Subject 
1· \'.limp le 
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Verbal concept analysis 




Economics/ USA l Space only (since economics is a mam lass) 
X.73 
A simple example 
Table 2.42 Colon Classifican n 
~ 
Example B 
(from Class S Psycho] 
Subject The anxieties oft 
Verbal concept analysis The aged I anxiet 
Face ts present Personality (P) a 
Classmark S 38·56u ' ' 
Comment In earlier editions 
indubitably have 






anxieti s w uld 




Table 2.43 Col n Cla ificau n 
Example 
(from Cla. s Y Soci I g_ ) 
Prevention of p verty 





Poverty I pre ention 
Matter (M) and Encrg' (E) 
Y;435:5 
'Poverty' used to b in Fnc: 1 '(1:.). I ikc th· 
first example this one l'h ws th;1I (P) is 11 t 
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Table 2'1'1 Colon ('l;1ss1fic:d 1M 
Example D 
- (from class 2 Library Science) 
- Subject Administration of manuscript collections in 
British academic libraries today 
- 
Academic libraries I manuscripts I Verba] concept analysis 
administration I Britain I 1990s 
~ 
Facets present (P) (M) (E) (S) (T) 
Classmark 2,3;12:8.56'N6 
- - Comment A rare example of all five facets being 
present. 
Table 2.4 olon lassification 
(from 1 
Subject 
Verbal concept analysi: -r- 





as V Political Science) 
The work of the British Prime Minister 
British Politic. I Prime Minister 
Personality rwic hence two levels of 
ersonalit . (Pl) (P2) 
V,56,21 
An example of successi c le els of 
Persona lit. 
Subject 
crbal concept anal:sis 
Facets prcscm 
E:x~1111pl • F 
(Irorn 'lass I kdt(:m() 
"\-ra · thcrap ol tuber ·uto:1i-; of th tun )S 
I unps I h1hc1 ul: si. 'thu .1pl'1tl ics I.· 1.IVH 
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I Classmark I L,45;421 :6253 
It will be noted that what constitutes (P). (M) and (E) varies according 10 the 'r:l\ 
material' of each class, It has also varied from edition to edition. The distinction 
between Rounds and Levels is really simply to enable us to cope with certain 
specific items, fortunately few, which offer more than one manifestation of a 
particular facet, and at the same time to preserve the most helpful citation order 
[6]. 
5. The Bibliographic Classification 
H. E. Bliss laid the foundations of his work in two large tomes. These seek to 
establish the credentials for the classification which was to come and also 
recognize that reconstruction must be preceded by some demolition. The 
organization of knowledge and the system of the sciences concerns the structure 
of knowledge, showing his considerable debt to the ideas of the scientists and 
philosophers. The organization of knowledge in libraries published in 1933 
discusses the principles of bibliographic classification, notation and what he saw 
as the faults of existing systems. His thoughts can be traced back at least as far as 
1910 and yet BC (or BCl as we should now call it, as there is a considerably 
revised B 2) was not completed until 1953 (6]. 
Table 2. 'i I Bibli )mphic '\;Jss11icati n 
B outline structure 
2 J ieneralia 
f ~ 
Ps. cholo ' 
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multidisciplinary topics 
6 Universal of knowledge K Society 
7 Information Science LA Arca studies 
A Philosophy and logic LB Geography 
- -- --- AM Mathematics LC Travel 
AY Natural Sciences LD History 
B Physics p Religion 
c Chemistry Q Social welfare 
D Astronomy R Politics 
DH Earth sciences s Law 
E Biological science T Economics & management 
GY Ecology U/V Technology & useful arts 
H Human sciences and studies w Fine arts 
HA Human biology & x Philology 
anthropology 
HH Health and medicine 
It should always be borne in mind that detailed classification is optional in BC. 
Some examples may serve to illustrate the character and potential of BC2. The 
verbal concept analysis, crucial to all classifying, forms a vital part of these. For 
any theme with more than one facet, concepts must be identified, then put into 
BC citation order before the notational chain of linkage can be applied. 
Incidentally notational gaps may be made after each facet, as shown here, or after 
every three symbols. Either method, consistently applied, is permissible [6]. 
Table 2.52 Bibliographic 'lussification 
Subject 
Example r\ 
(from <.'l:1ss K Society) 
j I cprcsscd Meas .111d llw prohl ·111H of local 
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handicapped people 
1 Verbal concept analysis The handicapped; depressed areas 
- Notational chain KOBL Handicapped; KANV depressed 
region 
Classmark KOBLANV 
Comment A simple example showing retroactive 
notation in Operation I 
Table 2.53 Bibliographic Classification 
Example B 
(from Class P Religion and Ethics) 
Subject Pentecostal Hymns 
Verbal concept analysis Pentecostal Church; hymnology 
Notational chain PUXPE The Pentecostal Church 
PDXL hymnology 
Classmark PUXPE DXL (or expressed alternatively 
PUXPEDA.'L) 
2. 52 Classification Principles and Their Application to Pre- 
coordinate Index and Thesaurus Construction 
This has been necessarily a very brief examination of the principles of post- 
coordinate indexing. In the present work what is of greater interest to us is the way in 
which classificatory principles have been applied to their creation. Let us now 
consider these principles as they as they are found in traditional, pre-coordinate 
indexes in order to control and render more effect ivc the process of subject retrieval. 
Pre-coordinate indexes, as has been noted elsewhere rcplicntc the problems 
a. sociatcd with classificati 11 ill 1cm.:ral, by { rminu a fixed order of citation or 
elements, hut they perform an additional {11111.!tic 11 111 that they will suppor: the 
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classification and should draw attention to the alternative locations of a topic in the 
various disciplines as found in the classification. Defore considering pre-coordinate 
indexing methods we may begin by examining the way in which effectiveness can he 
measured in subject retrieval. Recall and precision arc the two most commonly 
applied measures and it would be useful for us to pause and define these before 
considering further methods of indexing [ 6]. 
a) Subject Indexes 
Any index in which a user can look up the names of topics in which he is 
interested may be termed a subject index. However, the type most commonly 
encountered is perhaps the 'back-of-book' index, whose scope is a single book 
and whose output consists of a set of page numbers. This type of index will be 
used here to exemplify subject indexes in general [5]. 
A back-of-book index often seems unsatisfactory to the user, one of the main 
reasons for this being the variability of terminology in many fields. The person 
preparing the index (who may or may not be the author himself) will tend to 
select index-terms which appear in the text, and these may not always be the 
terms which a particular searcher would normally use. To find what he wants, the 
searcher may have to ·guess at likely index terms [5]. 
b) Title Indexing 
Title indexes using techniques such as KWI ., (Keyword in .ontext) 
automatically generated entries from the titles of documents. These an; useful for 
allowing economy of cf ort and can be effective when they deal with descriptive 
article titles, but often non-descriptive titles have to be cnhanc ·cl by the addition 
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of extra subject terms or unsought terms may have to be suppressed and so the 
process becomes Jess of a mechanical one. H is, however, a relatively speedy and 
largely non-intellectual process. The terms used arc also likely to represent 
current usage and terminology, although there will be no consistency overall and 
all synonyms will have to be sought individually by the searcher [ 6]. 
c) Keyword-from-Title-indexes (Permutation Indexes) 
Keyword indexes are normally generated from a brief and informative part of the 
document, namely the title. The basic technique dates back more than a hundred 
years, but data-processing equipment was first used by H. P. Luhn (1960) who 
coined the term KWIC index, which stands for Key-Word In Context [5]. 
In preparing a keyword index by computer the basic unit of data is the title of 
a document or paper accompanied by its reference. The author or authors may 
also be included in this 'bibliographic record' to enable an author index to be 
compiled at the same time. Entries for the keyword index are generated by 
examining the titles word-by-word, in the following way [5] : 
(1) Inspect fast word of title 
(2) If this word is not a keyword, jump to ( 4) 
(3) Generate index entry, containing index-word with its context, and the 
reference to the document 
(4) If there arc no more words in title, jump to (6) 
(5) Inspect next word in title; jump to (2) 
(6) if there arc no more record to read, jump to (8) 
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(8) Order new index entries, merge with exiting index (if any) and print out. 
Terminate 
The number of different keywords which might occur in a collection of 
documents is very large. Moreover it is hardly possible to foresee all of the 
possible keywords, particularly in new or rapidly expanding fields of knowledge. 
Thus specifying the keywords individually is not a satisfactory method, and a 
'negative selection' approach is used instead [5]. 
d) Derivative and Assignment Indexes 
Keyword index is produced by selecting words from the text, partial text or title 
of a document, therefore the only words which appear as index-words are derived 
directly from the indexed text, and so the preparation of keyword indexes is 
referred to as derivative indexing [5]. 
e) Author Indexes 
The bibliographic records from which a keyword index is produced usua11y 
contain the authors of documents, as well as titles and references. This allows the 
automatic generation of an author index. A person who specializes in a given 
area of study is likely to know of several workers who are currently active in the 
same field, and whose names he can use as search clues. I Iowever, in an index of 
recent publications produced once or twice a month, the Likelihood of a given 
name appearing in one issue of the index may be rather small. For this reason 
cumulative author indexes, coverin 1 particular journals f r one or more year», arc 
relatively more useful 15 J. 
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f) Citation Indexing 
Citation indexes, again automatically generated, provide an alternative to the 
subject analysis of documents for information retrieval. Instead they bring 
together documents by linking citations or references. lf work A has cited work S 
then citation indexes assume that there is a subject relationship between 
documents A and S. On consulting a citation index under the author of a known 
relevant work, one can identify all of the other documents which have cited that 
work and which are therefore, it is assumed, likely to have developed the subject 
of the original work. This is an interesting approach and research has shown that 
citation indexes will reveal relevant subject information not revealed by 
conventional indexes. They are particularly useful in a subject search where a key 
author or paper has been identified. Again no intellectual effort is involved in 
their compilation, but they depend upon their central thesis that subject 
relationship is central to citation and there are many instances in which this may 
not be the case [ 6]. 
Such system differ from those developed for use in online subject access, as 
they were intended for the computer generation of printed indexes and, therefore, 
because of the physical format in which they were to appear, necessarily had to 
limit the number of entries to be made [6]. 
Most papers and serious textbooks will contain references to earlier 
publications in the same or related fields : these arc often known as citations. 
Thus, given one document we can trace back to its 'predecessors'. Th citation 
lists of a number of documents may he represented as foll ws I [: 
DO' MENT l ClTES: 1 0( llMENTS 71, .... L, 444, 4 0, >79; 
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DOCUMENT 2 CITES : DOCUMENTS 17, 119, 240, 469, 668, 707, 770; 
DOCUMENT 3 CITES: DOCUMENTS 1, 91, 119, 650; 
DOCUMENT 4 CITES : DOCUivIENTS 184, 232, 270, 450, 505, 679, 707; 
and so on. 
Each citation list may be thought of as a direct record, i.e., a list of some the 
attributes of a particular document [ 5]. 
g) Chain Indexing 
One indexing method, which explores this approach extensively, is chain 
indexing, a system designed by Ranganathan, where for each item included in a 
collection a series of entries are made in a subject index corresponding to the 
several stages of division in the classificatory process. In the example above the 
process of classifying acupuncture would have revealed several stages [6] : 
Table 2.61 Chain Indexing 
Medicine 610 
Therapeutics 615.5 
Specific therapies 615.8 
Other therapies 615.89 
Acupuncture 615.892 
At each stage one would consider the significance of the concept introduced as 
the verbal equivalent of the last digit. Some of the above have no subject 
meaning, such as ' ther therapies', which would therefore be i mored in 
constructing the index. S nonyms ' ould be sou iht for all of' the terms, which it 
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was felt should be included in the index and the result would be a number of 
entries, eventually filed alphabetically r 6] : 
Table 2.62 Chain Indexing 
Acupuncture : Therapeutics: Medicine 615.892 
Acupuncture : Holistic medicine : Medicine 61.5.892 
Therapeutics : Medicine 61.5.5 
Holistic medicine : Medicine 61.5.5 
Alternative medicine : Medicine 615.5 (synonymous term) 
h) SLIC (Selective Listing In Combination) Indexing 
sue indexing identifies all the possible subject combinations in a document and 
produces as headings or entries a selection of these, eliminating those already 
found in a large grouping, which will form part of a list or index locating 
documents on that subject. If we have a document on the subject of the welding 
of aluminium cans, then we may find that our classification scheme has grouped 
all information on cans together on the shelves, but that information on their 
welding is subordinate, as is the material, aluminium. If the enquirer seeks to 
locate material on the welding of other kinds of aluminium objects then the 
search becomes a very scattered one and the advantages of browsing the 
classified shelves are almost non-existent. With a SUC index, if we assume a 
document exists in the library on the welding of aluminium cans, then for that 
document a number of entries will have been created in the index. The subject 
will have been analyzed into its component clements and combined in the variety 
of ways possible for its specification. We have here three concepts aluminium, 
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welding and cans - and they might be combined by the enquirer in any one of a 
number ways [ 6] : 
Table 2.71 SLlC Indexing 




Aluminium cans : welding 
Aluminium: welding: cans 
Cans 
Cans : aluminium 
Cans: aluminium: welding 
Cans: welding 
Cans: welding: aluminium 
Welding 
Welding: aluminium 
Welding : aluminium : cans 
Welding: cans 
Welding: cans: aluminium 
This is, potentially, a very unwieldy number of entries to create for a single 
document in an index, although as the index grows such entries need only be 
made once, standing for all of the documents on that subject, and of course there 
are likely to be a large number of documents for a subject such as 'welding'. The 
problems multiply exponentially as the number of concepts represented in a 
document grows : where we haw five concepts there would be 120 entries if 
these ' ere permuted as we ha c shm n ab)\ c. Finally, Sl I ' is d1.:si zncd w-1 an 
index of combinations rather than permutations in preferred order, that is 
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alphabetical NZ order, so that composites can easily be found by the user. ht 
such an index a citation order is needed and it may be alphabetical or it might he 
some subject significant citation order such as we arc familiar with in 
classification. There is then no need for an entry such as 'welding aluminium' for 
this is not in alphabetical order and the user would know not to expect it. The 
final entries in the SLIC index would therefore be [6]: 
Table 2. 72 SLIC Indexing 
SLIC A-Z index 
Aluminium : cans : welding 
Aluminium : welding 
Cans : welding 
Welding 
producing a much more economical index and supporting the classification on 
the shelves, by bringing together aspects of aluminium (6]. 
i) Precis And Compass 
Another system, Precis (the Preserved Context Indexing System), can also he 
automatically generated and again is a system designed to delimit the number of 
entries necessary and to cater for the preferred approach of the user. Precis was 
designed by Derck Austin and was used for some years to generate the subject 
headings which appeared in BNB. The idea of Precis is what whichever term a 
user employs to approach his or her subject, when the index is consulted he or 
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context in which the term has been dealt with by the author of the document 
located. The layout of the heading indicates the relationship of the terms used I 6]: 
Table 2.8 Prccis and Compass Indexing 
LEAD (sought term) I Qualifier (the wider context) 
Display (narrower context) 
Acupuncture j Holistic medicine 
Pain relief 
Classificatory principles are very much in evidence here, in that the specific entry 
is being shown in its hierarchical relation to the other elements in the subject of 
the documents. Precis also necessitates the concept analysis of documents in a 
manner very familiar to the classifier. It is not, however, linked to any single 
classification as chain indexing is in practice. Role operators are used to indicate 
meaning by the interpolation of semantic links such as 'of into strings which 
would otherwise be capable of misinterpretation. Precis replaced the chain index 
which had been in use for BNB : Precis, itself, was then to be usurped in 1990. 
The latest system in use by the British Library is Compass (the Computer Aided 
Subject System), which is basically a simpler and less labour-intensive method of 
creating an index. The resultant entries produce a simplified subject description, 
which was all that was felt necessary for subject searching. Compass retains 
some of Precis' special features, such as role operators, and allows for the 
meaningful access to the records available in BND l 6]. 
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2. 6 Search Strategy Construction 
a) Boolean Logic 
The relationship AND and OR are logical connectors from a system known as 
Boolean logic. The system is named after George Boole, the mathematician who 
invented it. Boolean logic is a combination system that represents symbolically 
the relationships between sets or concepts. In the above examples, the 
relationship between concepts was started in narrative form (e.g., vitamin C AND 
the common cold); it is also useful to examine the relationships in pictorial form 
[3]. 
b) Subject Searching 
In discussing subject searching, it is necessary to distinguish between free-text 
and controlled vocabulary searching. Free-text searching utilizes every 
significant word in the title, the abstract, and other designated searchable fields. 
Controlled vocabulary searching limits the retrieval to index terms (or 
descriptors) which have been assigned to the record [3]. 
c) Adjacency Searching 
The concept of adjacency is important when searching in a free-text mode. 
Adjacency refers to the ability to specify that two or more words appear in a 
particular relationship, such as next to each other in a specified order or with 
some maximum number of intervening words. Its US!..) reduces the problem of 
"false drops" (irrelevant retrieval) 131. 
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This search was performed on the ERIC (Educational Resources Information 
Center) database using the BRS (Bibliographic Retrieval Services) system. The 
BRS adjacency operator, "ADJ", demonstrates the different number of records 
retrieved with "higher ADJ education" as compared to "higher AND education". 
In some systems it is possible to specify that the terms be within a certain 
distance, in DIALOG, adjacency is represented by "(W)". If one wishes the word 
"future" to fall within three words of "planning", the phase would be input as 
"future(3 W)planning" [3]. 
d) Author Searching 
Author Name Format 
Nearly all bibliographic databases allow the searcher to retrieve items by author. 
Before attempting to do so, the appropriate database manual should be consulted 
to determine the rules governing the input of authors' names. For example, is 
access provided to all authors of a document, only the first three authors, or only 
to the first author listed ? Thus, if a database provides access only to the first 
author, it will not be possible to identify works by an individual when that person 
was a co-author [3]. 
The searcher must also determine the exact format that was used to enter the 
authors' names into the database. for instance, some databases input all authors 
as last name first, followed by initials (e.g., Smith JP). Other databases may use 
the full first name of the author (e.g., Smith Jane P). Variations exist in the form 
of punctuation, such as whether to put a comma after the surname. Because the 
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term must be precisely the same as the format in the database in order for a match 
to occur (3]. 
In some databases the author name format will be not standardized; the name 
will be entered exactly as it appears in the document. If not standardized, it i ' not 
unusual for an author's name to appear in multiple forms within the same 
database. For example, Jane Smith may appear in one database in all of these 
forms [3]: 
• Smith J 
• Smith, J. P. 
• Smith Jane P 
• Smith Jane Paula 
Ignoring the rules of input can drastically affect one's retrieval when 
performing an author search. These types of differences are the result of the 
methods used to create the database by the producers, not the way in which it is 
processed by the search system vendors (3]. 
e) Citation Searching 
Two databases, Science Citation Index and Social Science nation Index, allow 
the searcher to retrieve documents which cite a particular work authored by a 
given individual. for example, if J. P. Guilford published an article in 1962, it 
would be possible to determine how many times (and by whom) it has been 
referenced in recent years. itation searching is useful for identifyin works in a 
limited subject area, based on the assumption that authors w rking in the area 
will cite a classic earlier work. lt i.' also useful in searching topics that cross 
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several subject areas in which different vocabulary terms apply. One can identify 
records based on known authors working in the field rather than using subjc 'I 
terms that may be imprecise in describing the topic [S]. 
When performing citation searching, it is helpful to have a complete 
reference to the cited article. Expanding on the author name is one way to 
determine the form of the citation in the database. Notice that the citations are 
entered as they are found and that variant forms may be stored in the database 
[3]. 
2. 7 Summary 
In this chapter, the online information system is reviewed and information systems 
can be divided into different types such as management information system (MIS), 
database management system (DBMS), decision support system (DSS), question- 
answering system (QA) and information retrieval system (IR). 
The purpose of classification is to decide where to put a given document or 
object. The five major general classification schemes are Dewey Decimal 
Classification (DC), Library of Congress Classification (L ), Universal Decimal 
Classification (UDC), Colon Classification (CC) and Bibliographic Classification. 
The purpose of indexing is to facilitate the finding of information. Some indexing 
methods are subject indexes, title indexing, keyword-Irom-title-indexes, derivative 
and assignment indexes, author indexes citation indexing, chain indexing, selective 
listing in combination indexing and Prccis and Compass indexing. 
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Boolean logic is reviewed for the search strategy construction. In addit ion, 
subject searching, adjacency searching, author searching and citation searching arc 
also included in the review. 
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3.1 Project Development Strategy 
The project development strategy is a description of the way which this project is 
done in actuality. The development strategy for this project is based on the software 
prototyping model. Prototyping development is an idea of developing an initial 
implementation, expose it to the user for comment and refining it through many 
versions until an adequate system has been developed. Rather than having separate 
specifications, development and validation activities, these are carried out 
concurrently with rapid feedback across these activities [1]. This is based on the six 








Figure 3.1 Software Prototyping Model 
a) Requirement Analysis 
To carry out res arch and analysis, and to develop an abbreviated representation 
of the requirements, 
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b) Quick Design 
Quick design on software system functions which may be enhanced m later 
phase. 
c) Construction of Prototype 
Prototype software is created, tested and redefined. 
d) Prototype Evaluation 
The tested version of the prototype is presented to the user to test and suggest 
modifications. 
e) Refine Requirement 
Justify requirements or add in new requirements. 
f) Engineer Product 
Activity (b) to ( e) are repeated until all requirements are formalized or until the 
prototype has evolved into a production system. 
System prototyping is an interactive process. It may begin with only a few 
functions and expand to include others that are identified later. It may also start with 
what both analyst and user believe is a complete set of functions that may expand or 
contract through use and experience. There are actually many ways to develop a 
system. A prototype model is selected to develop the system because it can be 
created quickly, often within a matter of days or weeks. And usually, it is also 
relatively inexpensive to build, compared with the cost of developing a conventional 
system. The emphasis is on trying out ideas and providing assumptions about 
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3. 2 Authoring Tools 
a) Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 
Visual Basic is used to develop this system because it provides a set of toots that 
makes it easy to develop powerful Windows applications [4). The "Visual" part 
refers to the method used to create the graphical user interface (GU1). Rather than 
writing numerous lines of code to describe the appearance and location of 
interface elements, just simply add prebuilt objects into place on screen. The 
"Basic" part refers to the BASIC (Beginners All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction 
Code) language, a language used by more programmers than any other language 
in the history of computing. Visual Basic has evolved from the original BASIC 
language and now contains several hundred statements, functions, and keywords, 
many of which relate directly to the Windows GUI. Beginners can create useful 
applications by learning just a few of the keywords, yet the power of the 
language allows professionals to accomplish anything that can be accomplished 
using any other Windows programming language [5]. 
Visual Basic also provides data access features is to create databases, front- 
end applications, and scalable server-side components for most popular database 
formats, including Microsoft SQL Server and other enterprise-level databases [5]. 
b) Microsoft Access 97 
Microsoft Access is a stand-alone relational database product. Access includes 
two features that can be used by Visual Dasie programmers Data Access 
Objects (DAO) and Microsoft Jet, The fol database engine is the data mana ier on 
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which Microsoft Access is built. Jet can be manipulated by DAO using V code 
or with the intrinsic data control using no code [ 6]. 
The Visual Basic 6.0 intrinsic data control takes advantage of DAO to 
provide even simpler data access using bound controls. The DBList, DBGrid and 
DBCombo controls, when bound to an intrinsic data control, can provide nearly 
all of the DAO functionality without even having to write any code [6]. 
VisData (which happens to be written in Visual Basic) is a program that 
provides a graphical front end to create and manipulate Access databases. So 
VisData is a limited front-end to Access tables. VisData communicates with the 
database by using DAO and Jet [6]. 
3. 3 System Analysis 
The analysis phase of this system involves eliciting user requirements. A requirement 
is a feature of the system or a description of something the system is able to do in 
order to fulfil the system objectives. The requirements identify what of the system 
and the design identifies how of the system [3]. There are many ways to obtain the 
user requirements, some examples are survey, interview, observation, simulation and 
studying the existing systems. 
For this project, the methods which are used to obtain the user requirements 
are interview, observation and studying the existing systems. The interview and 
observation is done on different levels and ages of people like students, lecturers, 
librarians, friends and parents. The purpose of analysis is to know how the users 
keep, place and manage their own reading materials. Thu existing system like IJw 
PA in the lil rary of Malaya nivcrsity is also studied lo know how a big system 
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works. In addition, the history of classification and indexing methods of some 
libraries all around the world are obtained from books. 
3.31 System Requirements 
Requirements can be described as the system behavior and divided into two parts, 
one is functional requirement and the other one is non-functional requirement. 
a) Functional Requirements 
A functional requirement describes an interaction between the system and its 
environment [3]. The functional requirements of this system are : 
i) Data Entry Module 
This module enables the administrator to add, modify or delete the 
records which are stored in the database. 
ii) Searching and Retrieving Module 
This module enables the users to search all the records base on the 
author's name, book title, subject or keyword and list out all the related 
reading materials in a sorted form. 
iii) Help Module 
This module provides some help and usage inf ormation about the system 
to the user. 
b) Non-functional Requirements 
A non-functional requirement or constraint describes a restriction on the system 
that limits the choices for constructing a solution to the problem I 1. The non- 
functional requirements of this system arc : 
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i) Security 
Before accessing the system, the users are required to login their user ID 
and password. Only authorized user with successful login can use the 
system. 
ii) User Friendly Interfaces 
The interfaces of this system are simple and easy to understand, therefore 
the users will be able to use it within a short period. 
iii) Response time 
As the system provides searching and retrieving function, a reasonable 
response time is needed. 
3. 32 Reading Af aterials Classification and Indexing 
The reading materials can be divided into 2 main categories, they are hardcopy and 
softcopy. 
a) Hardcopy 
Hardcopy can be described as information that is printed on paper such as books, 
journals, magazines, newspaper cutting and etc. 
b) Softcopy 
Softcopy can be described as information that is stored inside electronic storage 
devices like diskette, CD-ROMs and Internet locations. 
The reading materials arc then divided into smaller classes. This division is 
based on the Dewey Decimal lassification (D ). The l classification divides all 
the reading materials into ten large classes, they arc : 
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Table 3.1 Dewey Decimal Classification 
0 General works 
1 Philosophy and psychology 
2 Religion 
3 Social sciences 
4 Philology 
5 Natural sciences and mathematics 
6 Technology 
7 The Arts 
8 Literature and rhetoric 
9 Geography and History 
The reading materials which are from the same class will be grouped and 
placed together on the bookshelves. As there are many hardcopy reading materials, 
an easy method of finding books on the bookshelves is needed. Therefore the 
author's name is also used for systematic arrangement of books. The format of the 
call number which can be found on the books are shown below : 
I\~ 
H-Hardcopy 0- 9-Dewey Blank Space The first three 
S- Softcopy Decimal characters of the 
Classification author's name. 
The indexing method which is used in the system is title inde .ing. All the 
information of reading materials will he stored inside the database and can be 
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retrieved by the users. The searching and retrieving can be done based on the reading 
material title, subject, author or keyword. All the information of related reading 
materials will be displayed in a sorted form. 
3. 33 Searching Af 'ethods 
One of the main features in this system is the ability for the users to search the 
needed reading materials. The searching methods which can be used are : 
a) Title Searching 
The user can key in the title of the book and all the matched titles will be 
displayed with its information for the user. 
b) Subject searching 
The subject of the needed book can be keyed in and all the related books 
information will be displayed for the user. 
c) Author searching 
All the books information with the same author will be retrieved if the user key in 
the author's name in the correct format. 
d) Keyword searching 
The user is only needed to key in the specific keyword, and the system will 
search all the titles of reading materials in the database which match the keyword 
and display the results to the user. 
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3. 34 Reading Materials Types 
Different reading materials have different attributes, therefore the properties of 
books, journals and magazines are also different. The properties of all the reading 
material types which are in this system are listed below : 
a) Book - author, book title, place of publishing, publisher and year of 
publishing 
b) Journal - editor, article title, journal title, volume, year of publishing and 
relevant pages 
c) Magazine - magazine title, volume and date of publishing 
d) Dictionary - title, publisher and year of publishing 
e) Other article - author, article title, source and date 
f) Diskette and CD-ROM - author, title, publisher and year of publishing 
g) Internet location - author, title, URL location and last update date 
3. 4 System Design 
Design is the creative process of transforming the problem into a solution; the 
description of a solution is also called design [3]. 
High quality design should have characteristics that lead to (3] : 
• quality products 
• ease of understanding 
• ease of implementation 
• ease of testing 
• ease of modification 
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• correct translation from the requirements specifications. 
There are 3 kinds of designs in this chapter, which are database design, program 
design and user interface design. 
3.41 Database Design 
This system will utilize Microsoft Access 97 as its database. The general objectives 
in the design of data storage are [7] : 
• data availability 
• data integrity 
• efficient updating and retrieval 
• efficient data storage 
• purposeful information retrieval. 
The data must be available when the user requests for it and also consistent and 
accurate. The database design has to facilitate efficient data storage and efficient 
updating and . retrieval. In addition, the data stored must be in a useful form for 
planning or decision making. 
3. 42 Data Dictionary 
The database will contain five tables, there are tbl_ User, tblAudit'Irail, 
tbl Hardcopy, tbl_Softcopy and tbl Temp. The user table will contain all the 
information of users like names, IDs and passwords. The audit trail table will record 
the user's name, login and logout date and time. The hardcopy and softcopy tables 
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will keep all the information of reading materials. The temporary table is for 
searching and retrieval. 
Table 3.2 Table tbl_ User 
Key Field Name Data Type Size Required Description 
User Name Text 30 -r User name 
.,f User ID Text 10 User ID 
UserPassword Text 10 .,, User password 
Active Text l .,, YorN 
Table 3.3 Table tbl_AuclitTrail 
Key Field Name Data Type Size Required Description 
.,/ User ID Text 10 .,f User ID 
User Name Text 50 .,f User Name 
LoginDT Date/Time .,, Login date and time 
LogoutDT Date/Time .,f Logout date and time 
FonnName Text 50 .,f Form Name 
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Table 3.4 Table tbl_ReadingM 
I Key Field Name Data Type Size Required Descripti n l 
Reference No AutoNurn -r Reference Number 
·- .r Title Text 30 ./ Title 
Article Title Text 30 Article title 
Subject] Text 30 ./ Subject I 
Subject2 Text 30 Subject 2 
Author Text 30 Author 
Publisher Text 30 Publisher 
PlaceP Text 20 Printing place 
YearP Number Publishing year 
Volume Number Volume 
DateP Text 20 Publishing Date 
Page Text 20 Page 
URL Te>..1 50 URL location 
Source Text 20 Source 
CallNumber Text 20 Call number 
MLAI Text 200 ./ Record format I 
MLA2 Text 200 .r Record format 2 
Type Text 50 ./ Type 
Table 3.6 Table tbl_ TempSearch 
Key Field Name Data Type Size Required Description 
MLAl Text 200 .r Record format 1 
MLA2 Text 200 .r Record format 2 
CallNmnber Text 20 Call number 
Type Te>..1 50 ./ Type 
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The administrator can add, modify or delete data in the database. Users can be ;1 klc I 
or deleted and the audit trail Jog is also can be viewed hy the administrator. Th' users 
need to login and then can search and retrieve records from the database. In ad litic n, 
the users also can change their password. 
( l.____usl:_rs ___, 
C:=) 
~ ) ----- 
Add, modify 
or delete data 
I Administrator .. DATABASE Senrch and retrieve data J View audit 
trail log C\11111,11.c 
pusswor d 
Figure 3.2 PLIMlS Data Flow Diagram 
3. 44 Program Design 
The lop-down design is used in this s. stem. A top-down desic looks at the large 
picture of the system and then breaks it into smaller parts. Thi. appr ach all , s the 
developer to ascertain the overall objectives cf the system first then the system is 
divided into smaller parts. 
The advantages of the top-dov 11 desi 1 1 are 171 : 
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• prevents developer from getting mired in detail that they lose sio,ht or 
what the system is supposed to do. 
The modular approach is useful in programming when the top-down appro: h 
is adopted. In addition, it involves breaking programming into logi al and 
manageable modules. The benefits of modular program design arc [7] : 
• modules are easy to write and debug because they are self-contained 
• modules are easy to maintain as modification usually will be limited 
to a few modules, and not the entire system 
• modules are easy to grasp and a reader can pick up a code listing of a 
module and understand its functions. 
The system is divided into two modes, administrat r m de and user m de. 
The administrator is the only person who has the authority to add, modify or delete 
records and also add or delete users from the system. The users arc the authorized 
people who can use the system after a sue ss ul login. The users can search and 
retrieve records from the database and also change their pa iswords. 
View audrt 
II .ul 1(1 
Administrut r 
Add, modify 
or delete data use: 
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I User l 
I 
I I 
Search and 'hange 
retrieve data password 
Figure 3.32 User Structure Chart 
3. 45 User Interface Design 
PLIMIS has simple user interfaces for ease of use and und r randing. Th prototyp 
of interfaces are showed in the Appendix. 
3. 5 System Response Time 
With the searching and retrieving function, the . ystcm will not hold for a long time. 
It with give results to the user within 10 e onds. 
3. 6 User Help Facility 
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3. 7 Exception 11 undling 
The system is developed 'defensively' in order to anticipate situations that mi 1ht 
lead to system problems. When the system encounters known exceptions, it will 
display out an error message with description and restores its previous state. 
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4.1 Coding Approach 
Coding is an iterative process whereby it is done until the programmer obtnin: th" 
desired results. There are two types of coding approach, one is top-down and th 
other one is bottom-up. The bottom-up coding is based on coding omc ompl t 
lower level modules and leaving the high level modules merely a skeletons that are 
used to call the lower modules, whereas the top-down approach i. the re er . 
For this system, coding is done with the bottom-up approach. The advantages 
of this approach are : testing can be carried out on some of the functions as soon as it 
is completed, and critical functions can be coded first to te t their efficiency. 
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4.2 Coding Tools 
This system is developed using Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0, Microsoft Acee. s 97 and 
Seagate Crystal Reports 7. 
4. 21 Microsoft J 'isual Basic 6. 0 
Visual Basic is used to develop this system because it provides a set of tools that 
make it easy to develop powerful Windows applications [ 4]. The "Visual" part refers 
to the method used to create the graphical user interface (GUI). Rather than writing 
numerous lines of code to describe the appearance and location of interface elements, 
just simply add prebuilt objects into place on the screen. The "Basic 0 part refers to 
the BASIC (B ginners All-PUIJ)O e S mbolic Instru lion de) language, a language 
used by more programmer than any other languag . in the hi tory of computing. 
Visual Basic has volv d from the original BASI language and now contains 
several hundred statements, functions, and h yword , many of which relate directly 
to the Windows U1. Beginn r can creat u. ful application. by learning just a few 
of the keywords, -et the power of the languag allow prof ·i nals to accompli: h 
anything that can b a c mplish d u. ing an othcr X indows pr gramming language 
[I]. 
i ual Ba. ic als pro id . data accc .. feature: to er ate dntaba: cs, front-end 
application , and .cal a bk . er er-side c mp neut ' for most popular da t~1bas · I nnats, 
including Mi T oft SC J Server .111cl th 'I' enterprise-level cl.1t.1h.1sl:'i 111. 
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4.22 Microsoft Access 97 
Microsoft Access is a stand-alone relational database product. Access includes I\ o 
features that can be used by Visual Basic programmers - Data Acee. s OhjccL 
(DAO) and Microsoft Jet. The Jet database engine is the data manager on ' hich 
Microsoft Access is built. Jet can be manipulated by DA using VB code or with th 
intrinsic data control using no code (2). 
The Visual Basic 6.0 intrinsic data control takes advantage of DA to 
provide even simpler data access using bound controls. The DB i ·t, DBGrid and 
DBCombo controls, when bound to an intrinsic data control, can pro ide nearl all of 
the DAO functionality without even having to write any code [2]. 
VisData (which happ n to be written in Vi. ual Ra ic) is a program that 
provides a graphical front nd to create and manipulat Acces: databa. c: . So 
VisData is a limited front-end to Acee tables. Vi ala communicates with th 
database by using DA and Jet (2). 
4.23 Seagate Crystal Reports 7 
Seagate Crystal Rep rt. is a p ' erful str nd-alonc rep rt ere ti n appli ati n. It 
provides a report writing m dule that -ou can add to ur own appli ation ... s , 
developer u. ing C, + i. ual a ic, tjcct i .ion Turb Pascal, Visual dB \Sl· .. 
Delphi, or any pro -amming Ian ua e that can a' es. a l l l . -ou can .idd 
so 1. . · PH.heated t\:J) rt mcratin and pnntin 1 ·.11.1hililil's I) 'Olli .1ppli ·.1ti ns without 
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The Crystal Report Engine (CRE) is a Dynamic I .ink Library (l l .l ,) that 
allows your applications to access the same powerful report printing Icarures that arc 
available in Seagate Crystal Reports. As a licensed user of Seagate Cry. tal R 'P 11., 
you receive royalty-free rights to ship the CRE DLL (CRP .. DU, or RPE32.DI ) 
and all of its support files with any application you create. 
4. 3 Program Documentation 
Program documentation is a set of written descriptions that explain to a reader " hat 
the programs do and how they do it (3). 
4.31 Naming Convention 
Naming convention is an abbreviation of the c ntrol name r th obj ct narn . This 
system uses a naming c nventi n 1 ru urc unif rmit of th ntr 1 and object 
names. The purpo e of this naming con enti n is to increa ·e th r adabiliry of th 
codes. For example : 
Ta le 4 1 Narmng onvention 
Tex1 Box t l txt HcrNamc.; 
ontrol ntr l Nam Example 
frm U crSdup 
cmd C'I se 
orm frm 
C mmand Bun n crnd 
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4.32 Internal Documentation 
Internal documentation is a description material written directly v ithin the co \1.; \ 31. 
It' means that internal documentation refers to comments within the codes. Thi. L 
needed to enhance readability of the code by someone other than the programmer. 1t 
will also help the programmer to recall the function or meaning of certain code . 
For Visual Basic, the comment tag is illustrated below : 
' This is a comment 
Any text after this symbol' will be ignored during execution time. All the comments 
are in green color. 
Codes are also formatted to enhance understanding. pacing r tin brake in 
between different section of the codes will nbance readability t o. 
4. 4 Coding Specificatio11 
There are three main modules in thi dministrator M dule, 
r Module 
and Help Module. The Admini trator Module i divided into four sub-module and 
the User Module is divided int two sub-modul s. 
The sub-modules of th drnini: trat r Module are Add Rec rd l cl k 
Record, U er Setup and er Audit Trail. Th Add Record sub-m dulc is fi r the 
administrat r to in ert reading material detail. into the databa: 
Record sub-m duh: is to Id ·te SJ ecific rec ml from th databas after searchin i the 
r fercncc number. The I s ·r Setup sul -modulc i. t l add, up late I' kkk use!' (rn111 
the database The l scr Audit Trail sub-me dul i. t > h•t user au lit trail t .1 e I on 
u. er id r l in dat . 
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The sub-modules of the User Module are Search Record and User Setup. 'I he 
Search Record sub-module is to s arch. certain rcadin > material record hascd on title, 
subject or author's name searching. TI1c User Setup sub-module i, t ch. n ~ user 
password. 
The Help Module provides useful information to admini trator and user, uch 
as brief explanation about the function of sub-modules and examples. 
4. 5 Data Validation 
Data validation is performed before record is in. erted into the database. The purpose 
of this feature is to make sure invalid data will not inserted into the database and 
cause error. 
4. 6 User Inter/ ace 
Tilis system is user friendly with it. simple form and uniformity to enhance 
readability and ease of use. 
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[1] MSDN Library Visual Studio 6.0a 
[2] Connell, John, Beginning Visual Basic 6 Database Programming. anada 
Wrox Press Ltd., 1998. 
[3] Pfleeger, Shari Lawrence, Software Engineering Theory and Practice. Nev 
York, Prentice-Hall International, 1998. 
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5.1 Testing Strategy 
There are three types of testing, namely, unit testing, module testing and integration 
testing. After a program is completely coded, it will be tested under unit tcstin . 
Module testing will start when all the programs under a particular module have been 
completely coded and tested under unit testing. The integration testing is to recover 
errors associated with interfacing when integrating all the modules. 
The objective of testing is to find error and fault. Fault identification is the 
process of determining what fault or faults caused the failure, and fault correction or 
removal is the process of making changes to the system so that the faults are 
removed [ 1]. 
5.2 Type of Faults 
Fault'> can be categorized as algorithmic faults, syntax faults and documentation 
faults (1]. Algorithmic fault occurs when a program algorithm or logic does n t 
produce the proper output for a given input b caus . ornething i wr ng with the 
processing steps. Syntax fault can be checked while par ing for alg rithmic fault.'. 
This will ensure that the con truer of pr gramming language is used propcrl . 
Documentati n fault c urs if the documentati n does not match what th 
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5. 3 Unit Tes ting 
Unit testing tries to look for all the possible errors that will occur in a pro ram. r\ 
complete test process should test all of the following categories of test data : 
a) Normal data - to test a given correct data will produce the expected result 
b) Erroneous data - for a given erroneous data, like invalid date format, does the 
system detect it or not ? 
c) Boundaries value analysis - data that are out of the range specified will be used 
to test the system because errors may occur at the extreme point 
d) Condition testing data - some functions may be active und r certain condition, 
therefore a set of data are te ted on all po · .ible conditions 
Unit testing involve testing ach pr gram on it own, i olated from the other 
programs in the system. The following steps specify how unit testing i carried out 
for this system : 
a) The code of the program .amin d by r ading through it spot for 
algorithmic fault and syntax faults. 
b) All command button. t xt b xe and other control object. arc tc. l d t check it. 
functionality. 
c) Different typ s f test data ar u ·cd like number, character, date and ct . to t st 
all the control object . 
d) 'I l:St ascs arc d v lop ·d t ensure that the input is PIOJ ct I .on 1:1 t t lo lhr 
desired output. 
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5.31 Examining the Code 
The codes of the program are read and walked through with documentation to 
identify faults. This method is useful to identify faults that have been left out by the 
programmer. 
5. 32 Control Objects Testing 
Command buttons are clicked to test their functionality and text boxe are tested with 
different data types and also null value to make sure invalid data will not cau e any 
fault. 
5. 33 Different Data Type Testing 
Different data type like number , character or date is u: ed l t . t c rtain functi n 
because some control object. will only ace pt c rtain data t. pe, invalid data type can 
be traced by the system without causing any error. 
5.34 Choosing Te t Cas 
Input data and conditi n are cho en to t t a program, th n the pro ·am i all wed to 
manipulate the data and utput i ob. erv d. Tc ·t case are shox n in 1 pcndi: 
5 . ./. Module Test tng 
Module tL:, tin i t tc ·t th· 11 )I (c 1111 ol th syst ·111 ,\II the pm 't.llll'> u11 lcr l' sub- 
module arc l 'oupcd intt c n • f 1 m an I all the re l.1kcl lonn .. 11 •roup I into ,1 
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active and the control will pass back to the specific form when the current form is 
closed. 
5. 5 Integration Testing 
When the individual programs work properly, integration testing is . tart d. If there i. 
a fault during the testing, the fault does not lie within the unit of the sy tern. 
Sandwich integration testing approach is used for the system. This approach 
combines top-down strategy with bottom-up strategy. The te ting starts from the 
login screen of the system and down to the lowest level of the form function. and 
from the form function back to the M])I from. This testing is repeated several tim s 
to make sure that all the control obj cts work properly. 
5. 6 Test Planning 
Test planning helps in designing and organizing tests, so that testing is carried out 
appropriately and thoroughly. The teps for th te t planning arc : 
a) Establishing test objective 
b) Designing test ca e 
c) Writing te. t a c 
d) Testing re 'l case 
) .xecuting test 
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5. 7 System Testing 
System testing is to ensure that the system fulfills user requirements. The system 
testing involves function testing and performance testing. 
5. 71 Function Testing 
Function testing is based on the system functional requirements. he testing ts 
carried out for three main modules and six sub-modules. The three modules are 
Administrator Module, User Module and Help module. In the Administrator Module, 
Add Record, Delete Record, User Setup and User Audit Trail are the four ub- 
modules. For the User Module, Search Record and User Setup are two sub-module . 
Each module is tested individually to determine wh thcr th iystcm p rform as 
required. 
5. 72 Per/ ormance Testing 
Performance testing addresse the non-functional requirem nts o th system. ·1 he 
type of performance te ts are : 
a) Security test - to eru ure th sy tern fulfill· th security requirement 
b) Timing test to cnsure the respon e tirnc of the stcm i ace ptablc 
c) Human factor test simple orrns and displa ·s related m issn le d .tcrminc U'l ·1 
f riendline s 
d) V lumc test to cnsur all th fi I ls ;\II a · m11110 l.uc the cxpc ·t ·d cl.1t.1 
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6.1 System Strengths 
This system is evaluated systematically as follow : 
a) Security 
This system is implemented with security login. For both administrator and user, 
login is required before using the system. The login screen requires u er id and 
password only. If the user enters the wrong password for three times, thi. system 
will not allow the user to access the system even though the correct password is 
entered the fourth time. The administrator needs to set the user back to acti e 
user before the user can login again with the correct pas word. 
For security purpose, only admini. trator login has the full access rights to the 
system and can make change to the records in the database. There will he 
limited access rights for other user login. 
b) Simple and user-friendly interface 
PLTh.11S is developed by using Graphical U er Interface (GUI) based 
development tools, therefore, all form arc k pt simple. This is to pr vidc a user- 
friendly system to the user for fa t 1 arning and ea ·e of use. Command butt n, 
text box and other control obje ts arc us d t allow the user to execute c mrnand 
with as . An action is ju. t a click a\\ a. and the us r ju t need. minimal 
knowledge f m u e and k h ard to use thi: s stern. 
c) Searching capability 
A ' od inf nnari n rcu icval syst ·m is dcsi med su ·h th.11 it is 1.:.1'1 · to USL' even 
for a novi c u .cr. This :. 'Item nllov, s sc.11 ht. h_ usin title suh1 ·t:t or ;mthot''s 
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d) Display process message 
There are a lot of processes between the system and its database, therefore, it is 
important to inform the user what the system has done when clicking on any 
command button. Messages like 'Record Is Saved Successfully' or 'No Su h 
User ID' will be displayed to inform the user. Without these messages, user 
might think that the system is faulty if no results are returned when a command i. 
executed. In addition, user also knows that record is inserted into the databa e 
successfu11y. 
e) Incorporates data validation 
Data validation is done prior to insert record into the database. All th fields in 
the form will be checked for null value r invalid data type. With thi catur , 
error when inserting record into th databa: e will not o cur. Error m sage will 
also be prompted to the us r if important fi Id i not filled. 
f) Fast response to information retrieval 
This system provides fa t resp n. e tor ord searching and display in a report fi r 
the user. 
g) Implements error handling 
To avoid run tirn rr r, this ')'.'I m is developed '' ilh error handlin . Error 
me sage will be di played wh n the s st .rn ncountcrs exceptions and it v ill not 
terminate udd nl s: 
h) Enci pl ion o pa. s\ ord 
All the pass\ c rds in th s:sl m ar • ·11 1\ ptcd an I HI( 1 cl in the cl.1tal asc, Th · 
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i) Help for administrator and user 
Help will be provided to administrator and user in the menu bar. There arc sorn 
explanations and examples for every form in the system. 
6. 2 System Constraints 
Due to time and knowledge limitation, there are a few system constraints, all of th m 
are discussed below : 
a) Database backup 
If this system is corrupted, there is no backup for the data a e and the u. er needs 
to reinstall the whole system. Therefore, all the reading material record will e 
lost and need to be entered again into th databa. . 
b) Slow re ponse time 
If there is a lot of records in the databa. e, the earching proce will take more 
time because the system will search the database and then generate the search 
results in a report for the u ier. 
6. 3 Problems and Solutions 
During th d el pmcnt o thi · ystern a number pr blem · delay the Jr 
this system. All the probl ·m and s ilution: ar .xplain ·d belov : 
a) \ eakncs: f Mier s ft 7 datahas 
When th datahas is c I en d h the sy:t .m another omp n nt 01 f 1111 'hon 1s not 
• 11 ' ed t > a cc. . L1n. re c rd in th l.11.11 as '. I II<.: to .1 c mpc urut, 11:11ul'd 
MSHFkx irid an I t( ,lllC th 'I' f 111t lion need I .IL 'l\. 1111: l.1l.1h.1 ,,, th .1111 
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time, an error will occur, and this will make the system faulty because it only 
allows one of them to access the database. 
Solution : A dummy database is created for the MSIIFlexGrid to be assigned to, 
when another function wants to access the system database. 
b) Date format 
The date format of system developed is DD/MJv1/YYYY, but retrieving record 
from the database with this date format will give wrong results although the 
record of date in the database is also in the same format. 
Solution : The format of date in Access database follows US standard using 
MMIDD/YYYY. Although record is inserted using DD/MJv1/YYYY format, 
retrieving record will give wrong r . ult. if the formal i, D !WNYYYY. 
Therefore, date format hould be Mlv1/DD/YYYY to r trieve record from th 
database. 
c) Error during packing the source code 
Error message is displayed and cau ed the pa kaging proce s to idle without any 
progress when the sourc code i ornpiled and pa ked to become etup file. 
Solution : When packaging the ource cod , a ietup list file will be generated. In 
the setup list fit , th re is n line missing a path. Therefore, open the setup list 
file with Notepad and add th path to th sp cific line, then sa e the file and pack 
the source code again. 
d) Error durin • s tup 
Durin installati nor Pl .l !IS, error I}\ Sil c \ ill be pr nnptc I out a t '\ lime . 
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Solution : This is the problem of Visual Basic packaging tool. The user just need. 
to click ignore and continue installation. This installation error will not cause any 
faulty to the system. 
6. 4 Future Enhancements 
System development is a dynamic process and changes must be expected. For this 
information system, there can still have some improvements. However, one can 
hardly create a perfect system and PLWIS is no exception. I Jere are some 
suggestions for future enhancements : 
a) Database backup 
Once the system is corrupt, all the records in the databa will 1 . t and r install is 
needed to do again. This will take a lot of time to enter again all the reading 
material details into the database. Therefore a backup set of database i needed 
for restoring the old records. 
b) Short article storing 
The system allows the admini trator to type in short article and store in th 
database. This kind of articl then can be search and view by the us r with 
relevan t . carch k . 
c) Boolean . earching 
If the am unt readin mat rial r c rd· arc lar 1t in the databa. c, I o >kan 
scarchin rneth d like I) and ( R i.· alsc can I · added to the s 1-;trn1 t< 
enhance; the scarchinn .apal ilit .r : 
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6. 5 Knowledge and Experience Gained 
From the beginning of this project until the final documentation, a number of 
problems have occurred and experiences are learned from there. 1 his project gi c. • 
lot of benefit and knowledge, there are : 
a) The importance of all phases in SDLC 
System analysis is an important phase in the system development life cycle 
(SDLC). This phase capture user requirements and the goal of the system. If thi 
phase is wrong defined, it will cause faulty to the system development and later 
progress. With a complete and thorough system analysis, the system that is 
developed will fulfill all the requirements and achieve its goal. 
System testing is also an important pha e in . D . Th re i no applicati n 
that is free of error in this world. However, with the pr cedure in the ystem 
testing phase, errors and faults in the system can be minimized. The functionality 
of each module or form can also be te ted and confirmed that it meet the u. er 
requirements. 
b) Development tools knowledge 
This project i u ing Micro oft Vi ual B ic 6. (V ), Mier ofl Acces. 97 and 
Seagat ryi tal Rep rt 7 a. auth ring t ols. prncnt 
tool for devel ping Wind w. en ir nmcnt information s stem. It i · ca.' to us 
and pr id . graphical u: r inter a e. 1 ccess c 7 is used a. lataba re frn this 
s stem, it i · a latabas pr iram suitable r siorin rccor ls whi h fata ur · 11 ll 
er. lar re. In , d liti n the ' cakn ssc: >f 
olutic n i .. its '.II\ l out. .' ,11,1tc {'1y. 1.11P1.:pmt1. .1 powvrlul lool lot 
g n ratin report. It pr neut tc ht: .1 l led t11 'I\ to .all ul it. report. 
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Report is easy to design and also has the print report function, therefore no extra 
coding is needed to do this task. 
c) Library science knowledge 
After the literature review, a lot of library science knowledge is learned. A huge 
library information system like OPAC in University of Malaya is studied to know 
its functionality. International reading material classifications and indexing 
methods knowledge are also learned from the review. 
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7.1 Conclusion 
PLIMIS is a management information system to manage and organize personal 
collection of reading materials. This system also provides a good indexing system for 
placing and arranging of reading materials. The searching and retrieving o record 
feature allows user to search a specific record in the database. This allows user to 
find a specific book easily because all the reading materials are systematicall 
arranged with a good indexing system. In addition, all the relevant records with their 
details will also be di played for the user in a short period of time. 
This project gives me an opportunity to build a full applicati n from cratch. 
It is a great challenge to develop a system alone. From this project, I have gained 
invaluable knowledge and exp rience during the progr s. f it. ·1 he kn wt dgc 
which I obtained from univer ity in these thr e ear. tim give me a trong 
foundation to take this project as long as to complete it. In addition, useful 
techniques which have learned are applied to thi project. 
This thesis make me realize that tertiary ducati n provides the foundation 
of computer cience and information technology to undergraduates. Ther arc m re 
things to learn and experience in this Ia: t grov ing world of inforrnati n a c. nc ha. 
to constantly updat n . ·If to k cp up with th· changing te hnol gy. 
All in all, this thesi ha armed me with in aluable kn v led >1.: and 
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Appendix A - User Interj ace 
a) Log In Screen 
'PERSONAL, IJBRAR Y & lNDF1XlN< 1 
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b) Administrator Add Record Screen · 
"' Adt!Ulll21!rator Mam Menu !Add Httotd] l!!I 13 
ADD RE{;( )JU'> 
P.t:Jading Ma•erio! Ccne(JOI']' i:'{er.di119 Mo1r>flol CIM~lftrn•inn 
to ~@.cotti r SOFTCOt'Y J :::] 
1 f'.'looding Mt:1enc<l OEitC'111S - 





AIJHlOfl ./ £D1TOR 
PA Gt 
\IOUJME 
DATE CF P!JBLl~ING 
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c) Administrator Delete Record Screen 
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d) Administrator User Setup Screen 
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e) Administrator User Audit Trail Screen 
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f) User Search Record Screen 
• Adniimrtrator M11111 MP.nu 1i;carehlng & RetoeWI!)) l!I 13 
.. ,E-':1. ·1· ·1un1(' & I')E'l1'IF' "]1'1(1J>0 '()l<J. S _,}"\. {Cr.u.L'l .T · '. ~ .~· \.. -• \ _l."i T ;....eL .• • > 
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g) User Setup Screen 
<" Ad1111111Strnl:1>1 Mnm Menu ttJ'er Setup] II ti 
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.Jl"J .><j 
· ADivill\flSTRA TOR HELP 
Add R.efm·d Strrni 
Function . Add rc:adioi! mn1cn.al d~ mto the database. 
• · Osage To add record, the administrator is needed to select the 
rctidin8 mattrill category, cla.uification and type. After 1hat, reading 
matenal delallc are entered 111to lbe related 6eld• and ch~k the 
'SA VE' command button 
• · Exira For the 'AUTHOR I EDITOR' field. the foruui:t of thi1 field 
is the author' c rainizy name IUU$t be key Dl first. then a comma and 
follow by the author's n.emt If thtre ore two or three authors for the 
re~g matenal. Im firn author mun follow tlte ~bc.ul fonnat but 
the second and third authorc' names are keyed m oc ual and no 
nee d to foDow the firn author's name format Iftber,. lr rnor than 
three authors, JUGt the fir&t autl1or's name is n ded ,1nd kry Ill 'et al' 
et the back 
Ex.amp/# rt I author, k.ey ill 111 'GrlUU(ler, A.Ian.' If3 .. u!Lon. lr.ey :J 
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i) User Help Screen 
l1SER HELP 
Sn1rcMng &: Rrtrln·i111: Rrarrll .~-rrni 
F unction . Search the database for related reading awenal 
• Dsaill To search the database, user 1c needed to key 1t1 lhe search 
key and choose the search me1hod The search methods arc tnlc 
'earcl:wlg. subject 'earthi.og or auU1'Jf ~earclq 
• ExtN. For the author search!n& the fonnat of tl'as 6 Id 11 tll 
author's family name must be key lll first, than 11 c mroa and follow 
by the author's name. If there are two or three aothof' for the 
reiidin,g ~nal. the &st IUJJ:hor mwt follow the about format but 
the second Md third authon' n~s are keyed 1t1 a u'ual and ne 
need to foDow the fint author's name formai If ther are more thl)O 
tbrec authors, just the fint 11uthor'1 name a ne ded and key in 'e al' 
at the: back. 
• Exa.rnple · If 1 author. key 111 llJ ' >l'lllll8rr, AlM' lf ~ 11urbors, kfT 
in u 'Rotluchild, DaT1d, J11tne1 Annstror~ Md Ruth Scholl'. If 
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Appendix B- Test Cases 
a) Test case for Administrator Add Record Form - - 
Test Fault not Fault found omrncnt 
found 
- 
Save book record * 
Save journal article record * 
Save magazine record * 
Save dictionary record * 
Save CD-Rom I diskette record "' 
Save internet location * 
Save others record "' 
b) Test case for Administrator Delete Record orm 
-  - 
Test ault not Fault found omment 
found 
Search by title "' 
Search by author * 
Search by title and author * 
Delete record * 
c) Test case for Administrator User etup ' rm 
- 
Test ault n t Fault found ommcnt 
und 
- 
Add new user * - Search existing u er "' - -- Update cxistin user details ... 
Delete u. er "' 
.... 
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d) Test case for Administrator User Audit Trail Form 
- - 
Test Fault not Fault found ommcnt 
found 
Search by user id and sort by user id >I< 
Search by date from and sort by user id >I< 
Search by date to and sort by user id >I< 
Search by a date range and sort by user >I< 
id 
Search by user id and sort by date "' 
Search by date from and sort by date >I< 
Search by date to and sort by date >I< 
Search by a date range and sort by date >I< 
Delete record by user id ... 
Delete record by date from >I< 
Delete record by date to ... 
Delete record by a date range >I< 
e) Test case for User Search Record Form 
-~ - 
Te t •ault n t Faull ound rnment 
found 
- 
Search by title >I< 
earch by subject "' 
t Search by author "' 
f) Te t case for . er etup F rm 
I< und 
('( mm ·nt 1 est Fault n F;1ull (. und 
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The purpose of this manual is to provide some helpful guideline and usage about this 
Personal Library & Indexing Management Information System (PLilvllS) to th user. 
All the installation procedures of this application are explained and can be done by 
the user. 
PLIMIS can be divided into three main modules Administrator Modul , 
User Module and Help Module. 
Administrator has full access rights to the application and can add record, 
delete record, search record, add new user, update u er details, delete user and trace 
user audit trail. User has limited access to the application and can search record and 
change user password only. 
In the Help Module, administrator and user can view orne bri f xplanation 
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Personal Library & Indexing Management Information System 
(PLIMJS) 
1.1 PL/MIS 
Personal Library & Indexing Management Information System (PI JMIS) is an 
information system used to manage persona] collection of reading materials at hom . 
It also provides a classification and effective indexing method to arrange all the 
reading materials in a systematic order. 
1.2 Hardware & Software Requirements 
PLWIS is specially designed for personal and home use, it can store up to 3,000 
records of reading material details. The requirements of this application are : 
a) Hardware requirement 
i) 486DX/66 MHz or higher processor (Pentium or higher proce sor 
recommended), or any Alpha processor running Micro oft Windows NT 
Workstation. 
ii) 16 :MB of RAM for Windows 95, 32 :tv.ffi of RAM for Windows NT 
Workstation. 
iii) At least 30 :MB of available disk space. 
iv) VGA 800x600 or higher-resolution screen supported by Micro oft 
Windows. 
v) A CD-ROM disc drive. 
vi) A mouse or other suitable pointing device. 
b) Software requirement 
i) Microsoft Windows 95 or later, or Micro oft Windows NT Workstation 
4.0 (Service Pack 3 recommended) r later. 
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2.1 CD-ROM Installation 
The procedures for installing PLIMIS are as follows : 
i) Insert the PLIMIS installation CD into the CD-ROM drive. 
ii) Execute the setup file name Setup.exe. 
iii) To execute this setup file, click the 'Start' menu button on the task bar and 
then click 'Run'. A window will be displayed and the 'Browse' command 
button is clicked. Another window will appear and the setup file is selected 
under the CD-ROM drive path. Highlight the 'Setup.exe' and click ' pen'. 
The 'OK' command button is clicked if the setup file name and its path is 
correct. 
iv) The setup will provide instryuctions for the installation. 
v) After the installation, PLIMIS is ready to be u cd and in the ' tart' -:» 
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(PL!MJS) 
3.1 Security Login 
PLilv:1IS is provided with a security login screen every time the application is started. 
The fields that are required for the login are 'User ID' and 'User Password'. There 
are two modes for login, the 'Administrator Mode' and the 'User Mode'. 
3. 2 Administrator J.f ode 
Administrator has the full acce s right to the application. For the first time login th 
login id is 'ADMIN' and the 1 in pas w rd i. 'password'. Th re i. nl one 
administrator login and the login id is 'ADMIN'. The login id is not allowed to l 
changed but the lo iin pas iword for th admini trat r an alwa .. I han ·d. 
If the administrat r lo in ' ith incorr · t password f r thr · tim s, thi~ 
applicati n will n I ;111 wed th administrate r tc in J 1,ii11 .1lthc o 1h the I l 'ill 
passw rd is correct. Th1.: administrator n Tel to close th· ;lppli .uion and . tart it 
again t in. 
n c the admini:tr;1tt r login p.1s ' <I' I 1. ft 1 -utlcn 1d11. t.rll.uum mcdul 
because ther i. n ' , he k the J)•1:-i.'\ nd. 
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3.3 User Mode 
Administrator is needed to add user into the application database. User id and 
password will be provided to user to login. User has limited access lo the application 
and can search record and change password. 
If the user login with incorrect password for three times, this application will 
set the user to 'Not Active', this means that the user cannot login even with th 
correct password. The user can login this application after the administrator set the 
user back to 'Active'. 



















Personal Library & Indexing Management Information System 
(PIJMIS) 
4.1 Administrator Module 
There are four forms under the administrator module and their functionality and 
usage are discussed below : 
4.11 Add Record Form 
All reading materials are divided into two main categories, hardcopy and so.ftcopy. 
For classification, Dewey Decimal Classification (DC) is used and ten cla e are 
formed. The administrator needs to select the reading material category, class and 
type first before entering its details. 
After the related fi Id ar fill d in the '.'a c ' mm.md utt n 
Mc a e will be displa cd il th· re c rd is. a d u '\:• slull . 
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(PLIMIS) 
The Dewey Decimal Classification (DC) is outlined as follow : 
Table 4.1 Dewey Decimal Classification 
0 General works 
1 Philosophy and psychology 
2 Religion 
3 Social sciences 
4 Philology 
- 
5 Natural sciences and mathematics 
6 Technology 
7 The Arts 
8 Literature and rhetoric 
9 Geography and History 









Personal Library & Indexing Management Information System 
(PLIM!S) 
4.12 Delete Record Form 
The administrator can delete reading material record from the database. All th 
records in the database have their own reference numbers. Only the reference number 
is needed to delete specific record. 
'"· Adm1111,trot01 MM\ Menu · !Oelete fleeordl l!ll'aEI 
DELETE RECORD 
The reference number can be found by using the title, ubjcct or author'. 
name searching method. All the related reading material record will be displayed 
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(PL!MIS) 
4.13 User Setup Form 
This form is for the administrator to add new user, update user details and delete 
existing user. 
~. Adnunntralor Matn Menu llh1'f Setup) . l!lrJtl 
p3·~r . ..-R ~.•D'J''i' fO .. 1..D .)C \. .r 
To add a new user, a specific user id i needed and the default pas word i 
'password', which appear in the text boxes. If the user id already xist , me ag will 
be prompted to admini trator. 
To update user detail u ser id i en tcred and earch' c mmand button is 
clicked to search the user d tails in the data a e. If user xi ts in th databa c, details 
are changed and the ' pdate' command butt n is clickc t. 
To delete exi ting us r f rm the datal a. c, 0111 u. er id ti icd ·ct. n nm 
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4.14 User Audit Trail Form 
Administrator can trace user audit trail by using user id, certain login date, login date 
range or both user id and login date range. The report which is genera Led also can he 
sorted by user id or login date. The login and logout dale and time and the form name 
are displayed in the report in a systematic order. 
~. Admmirtmlot Mam Menu {lhfl Audit I radl l!lr.;)13 
·usB R AUDIT TRAIL 
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5.1 User Module 
There are altogether two forms under the user module and their functionality and 
usage are discussed below : 
5.11 Search Record Form 
User can search the database for certain records by using title, subject or author's 
name searching method. All the search results will be generated in a report and 
displayed for the user. 
Title searching is to search the title of reading material, which exactly 
matches the title that entered by the user. For subject searching, u er is required to 
enter the keyword, and relevant reading material with the keyword will be found. 
Author's name searching is to find the reading material with the specific author's 
name. 
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The search results formats follow the Modem Language Association of' 
America (MLA) style, as shown below: 
- Book : Author. Title. 
Place of publishing : Publisher, Year of publishing. 
-Journal Article : Author. "Article title." Journal title Volume. 
(Year of publishing) : Page. 
«Magazine : Title, Volume. 
Date of publishing. 
- Dictionary : Title. 
Place of publishing : Publisher, Year of publishing. 
- CD-Rom I Diskette : Author. Title. 
Publisher, Year of publishing. 
- Internet Location : Title. Date of publishing .. 
ternet location>. 
- Others : Author. "Article title." Title. 
Source, Date of publishing : Page. 
The call number format of reading material i assigned u ing the format 
below: 
I I I lardcopy 
S-Softcopy 
0- w y Blunk Spac 'I11c first Ul!t: 
chara ter of'uie Decimal 
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5.12 User Setup Form 
User can change password by using this form. Old password, new password and 
confirm password are the needed fields to change password. 
,. Adllllllttlll!Of Mam Menu llhllf SMUil) l!I 
lTSER SETT fP 
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6.1 Administrator Help Form 
TIUs form contains brief explanations and examples of each form m the 
Administrator Module. 
ADJ:vUNl8TRA1 OR HELP 
11. A.tUI Rtc~1rl1 Sau11 
• Fune/um : Add rcadina material details into the dat11buc 
• Usag« To add record, the adi:rl1lllltrat.or lB needed to select tM 
reading material category, claui£cation and type After tb.tt, reading 
maienal detouls arc entered lll1Q the related 6.clds and chck the 
'SA VE' command bunon, 
• Extra : For the 'AUTiiOR I EDITOR' field. the format of thu field 
is the author's farruly name lllU$t be key in fin~. then a cemma and 
foDow by the euthor's name. If~re ore two or !hr e authou for the 
reading matcmll, the first author L'lmt follow the a out formal but 
the second and llllrd authors' names are keyed II\ as usual 1t11d no 
need to follow r:he first author's iwne fomuit Ifth r •r m re than 
ILree auU101 s. JUSt lhc fu &t ulhor'a n..u:ne i. ne cd Md k y l!l 'et oil' 
1\1 the back. 
Exampl«. If 1 11uthor, key ill u 'Graii. r, Alan' If 3 authors. ke 
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6.2 User Help Form 
This form contains brief explanations and examples of each form m the User 
Module. 
J1 Searclli11g & Rf'trln·;ng Reum1 .~ru11 
• Function : Search the datab111e for related re.11dina material 
• Usage To search the database. user 11 needed to key in tho search 
key illld choose the search method The search method.a are title 
mircbjiig, subject scarchulg or 01uthor searclllria. 
• Exsr« For the author seardung. the format of tb.s Seid is the 
author's family lllllDC !lllm be k.ty 111 5rrt, then a comma and follow 
by the author's name If there are two or thr author' for th 
readin& matenel, the 6.r&i: nuthor must foOow the bout f. t but 
the secend and third .i.uthon' names are keyed ll'l u u~-ual and no 
need to foDow the firllt author's nam format [flhere are more thnn 
three authors, )llrt th first 1uthor's name is n d d anti lct-y ltl 'rt ll' 
at tl1e b ck. 
• · Exa:mpk · 1£ l truthor. key ui M 'Gtmn& r, Alan' It othora. kry 
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7.1 Logout 
Logout is needed to prevent unauthorized user to use this application. User can click 
the 'Logout' button at the menu bar or click the 'x' (close) button on the top of right 
hand side to close the application. 
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